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Abstract
This paper investigates the effectiveness of a speech training
application with question answering problems based on speech
recognition which is robust to noise in a classroom. In actual
classrooms, since a lot of students speak at the same time, input
speech waveforms include speech noise from neighboring stu-
dents. To the best of our knowledge, no speech training study
has examined speech recognition with the focus on actual noise
corrupted speech input in classrooms. Since existing mobile
applications assumed solitary voice input, they failed to eval-
uate the input as corrupted by speech noise. To maintain stu-
dents’ motivation even in noisy environments, our application
ignores the insertion errors around the user’s intended sentence.
To adapt to junior high school students’ speech and the back-
ground speech noise, we introduce unsupervised adaption with
matched sentences by comparing the speech recognition results
and target sentences candidates. We also improve the user inter-
face by reflecting the feedback from teachers and students. The
results of a two month trial with over 140 students in a public
junior high school show that our speech recognizer improves ac-
curacy and our application achieves a positive user experience.
Index Terms: computer assisted language learning, speech
recognition, L2 learning

1. Introduction
Due to recent globalization trends, it is important to improve
communication skill in English as a common language. In par-
ticular, speaking skill is required for effective communication.
To improve students’ speaking skill, several research institutes
are supporting Spoken CALL Shared Task [1] to collect English
speech from Swiss German teens. In our country, English is the
dominant second language (L2) for Japanese students. However
since Japanese and English are so dissimilar not only in pronun-
ciation but also grammar, most Japanese students fail to speak
English fluently; Japanese students often speak in Japanese-
accented English even if they have good writing skill. To im-
prove Japanese student’s English ability, four English skills
(reading, listening, writing, and ’speaking’) will be introduced
to the university entrance examination from 2020. In addition,
the Tokyo metropolitan board of education also announced that
an English speech test will be added to the public high school
entrance examination from 2022. We should rapidly improve
the English speaking skills of junior high school students.

There are a lot of training applications and evaluation ser-
vices [2] intended to improve English language skills; exam-
ples include ELSA [3], Moby.Read [4], CARAMILLA [5], Tip-
TopTalk! [6], Duolingo [7] Reading-while-Listening [8], RALL
(Robot Assisted Language Learning) [9], Versant [10][11] and
so on. Most applications and services were designed assum-
ing personal use cases. Since they do not take the noise from
surrounding speakers into account, they fail to work properly
due to the competing speech sources in actual class rooms. As
described by [12], the close-talking microphone is useful for
reducing the surrounding noise, however it is difficult to elim-
inate the noise completely. Furthermore, since students’ seats
are very densely packed in actual class rooms, neighboring stu-
dent’s speech is loud. There are several noise reduction tech-
nologies, but excessive noise reduction distorts the true speech
and degrades the speech recognition accuracy. Luan et al. fo-
cus on the surrounding speech noise to evaluate pronunciation
with noise reduction [13]; however, their evaluation considered
just GOP (Goodness Of Pronunciation) [14] and ignored speech
recognition performance. Shidiev et al. evaluate speech recog-
nition in classrooms, but they use speech recognition only for
the teacher’s speech [15]. Luo et al. use a smartphone to en-
courage English communication, but they don’t mention speech
recognition [16]. If school students are to be well supported by
an English speaking training application with speech recogni-
tion, the problem of the noisy environments common in actual
classrooms must be addressed.

This paper investigates the effectiveness of a noise robust
English speech training application in an actual classroom of
a public junior high school in Japan. Our speech recognizer
uses both non-native and native English speech to recognize
Japanese-English speech as [17][18]. To reduce the negative in-
fluence of background speech noise in classrooms, our applica-
tion ignores the insertion errors before/after intended sentences
in the automatic evaluation process. To improve accuracy fur-
ther, we utilize unsupervised adaptation to handle background
speech noise and junior high school student’s speech. To im-
prove the motivation of students and teachers, we revised sev-
eral of the user interfaces based on user feedback. In a 2 month
trial with 148 students, most students (75 %) enjoyed the En-
glish training application in the classroom. In particular, stu-
dents who were not good at speaking English highly rated the
application and noted that it reduced embarrassment and ner-
vousness with regard to speaking English.
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Figure 1: Overview of proposed system

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; the proposed
approach is described in Section 2. Section 3 evaluates the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed approach. Our conclusion is drawn
in Section 4.

2. Proposed approach
To adequately investigate the effectiveness of speech recogni-
tion for speaking training, we developed the application in two
steps and conducted a two month trial. As the first step, we in-
troduced speech recognition to a workbook application. We col-
lected the voices of students and teachers during the first month,
and used it as user feedback to improve the system in the 2nd
step; the improved system was tested over a month in the last
half of the trial. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the proposed sys-
tem.
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(b) Improved system

Figure 2: Application screen image of initial and improved sys-
tem

2.1. 1st step: Initial system

Smart device applications are more attractive than desk-
top/laptop applications [19]. Accordingly, we modified a work-
book application ”KNOUN” [20] for smart devices by intro-
ducing speech recognition. Fig.2a shows a screen image of the
initial system.

Most Computer Assisted Pronunciation Training (CAPT)
systems (e.g. [12][13][14]) give the correct sentence before-

hand. Instead, since our system doesn’t give the sentence as
question answering, fill-in-the-blank, and word order problems,
user’s input waveform often has a hesitation speech while think-
ing. Most of smart device applications adopt VAD (Voice
Activity Detection) [21] to detect end of speech. To reduce
unintended end of speech detection automatically, our system
use push-to-start and push-to-stop recognition approach which
yields explicit end of speech tags. We don’t use noise reduction
to prevent from speech distortion, since the surrounding non-
stationary speech noise is difficult to estimate.

In actual classrooms, the surrounding speech noise from
neighboring students is significant. To reduce the influence of
this speech noise, the uttered speech waveform is processed by
ignoring the recognition errors created by the noise. Our sys-
tem uses character correctness as it offers simple evaluation.
However, as teachers demand simple explanations, the trial uses
rule-based processing with regular expressions derived from
content (teaching materials) providers. Both correctness and
regular expression evaluations can ignore the unexpected in-
serted words generated from the surrounding irregular speech
noise.

2.2. 2nd step: Improved system

To improve the user experience, we revised the application by
reflecting the results of the first half trial, error analysis and user
feedback. Fig.2b shows the application screen image of the im-
proved system.

As predicted, the surrounding extraneous speech noise
causes many recognition errors. To reduce these errors, we in-
troduce unsupervised adaptation for the student’s speech and
the surrounding noise. After comparing speech recognition re-
sults and target candidate texts, we select the best match text
from among the candidate texts. We use the selected text as un-
supervised adaptation data, indicated by the dotted lines in Fig1,
without transcription. By selecting the texts with high match-
ing rate, unsupervised adaptation data approaches the accuracy
of transcription data, but data sizes are smaller. By suppress-
ing the insertion errors in calculating the matching rate, we can
improve robustness to the surrounding noise; in terms of the se-
lection criteria, correctness yields better performance than ac-
curacy.
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Table 1: Problem, error analysis and action

Problem Error analysis Action
1. Misrecognition due to surrounding noise Main speech buried in noise Add volume meter / adaptation
2. Low accuracy at the beginning It requires some activation time to record Put offset period information
3. Too many questions to teacher Student doesn’t know the correct speech Add correct/record speech
4. Many requests to revise the evaluation Short answers create errors Add reference evaluations
5. Existence of skill gap High/low skill students feel bored/difficult Separate contents into two levels

We also revised the application user interface as follows. 1)
We added a volume meter as some students’ voices were buried
in surrounding noise. 2) We set offset period information on the
input form. This was needed because the speech at the begin-
ning of the input sequences yielded low accuracy due to miss-
ing head of speech and activation noise from device. 3) We
also add a function to replay target native speech and recorded
student speech. When the student’s pronunciation is really poor,
the speech recognizer can’t recognize the student’ intended sen-
tence. The result is that the student asks the teacher too many
questions in the classroom. Since the replay function helps the
students to learn by themselves, it can reduce the teacher’s bur-
den.

We prepared the original contents to suit the school’s cur-
riculum, and also revised the contents to reflect the user feed-
back as follows. 4) We added candidate alternatives as correct
answers. This was needed since students and teachers wanted
to select shorter expression. 5) We also separated the contents
into two parts; easy and difficult. There are students with high
and low skill in public junior school because no examination
need be passed to enter the school. To motivate both types of
students, we prepared 2-level contents.

Table 1 summarizes the problems, the error analysis results,
and actions. We revised both user interfaces (1,2 and 3) as in
Fig 2 and contents (3,4).

3. Evaluation
3.1. Evaluation of speech recognition

3.1.1. Settings of speech recognition

To investigate the effectiveness of our proposal, we collected
Japanese English speech samples from 148 students via smart
devices (iPad) and headset microphones in actual classrooms,
see Fig.3. The collected samples totalled over 90 hours for the
2 month trial; each student used this application for 66 minutes
and speaks 36 minutes in three classes. We selected 1.5 hours
of Japanese English speech data to evaluate speech recognition
performance; the speech data was transcribed by labellers who
knew both English and Japanese-accented English. From the
source data, the remaining Japanese English speech was used
as the unsupervised training data for the acoustic model. In the
language learning task, since we can forecast the target text by
selecting the answer candidate sentences, we can use the best
match sentence for training data instead of human transcrip-
tions.

All speech data was recorded with 16 kHz sampling rate
and 16 bit resolution in this experiment. The frame width and
frame shift were 20 msec and 10 msec, respectively. VAD [21]
and noise reduction were not used as they would have degraded
the recognition rate degrade as mentioned in Section 2.2 in the
preliminary experiments.

The acoustic model was a convolutional neural network
with the network-in-network architecture (NiN-CNN) acoustic

Figure 3: Application with iPad and headset microphone and
picture in class

model [22]. Its structure is detailed in Table 2; “conv” is a con-
volutional layer, “pool” is a max pooling layer, and “fc” is a
fully-connected layer. “conv{1,2}b” corresponds to the NiN ar-
chitecture [22]. The sigmoid activation function was used for all
hidden layers. The acoustic feature consisted of 40 log mel fil-
terbank coefficients appended with delta and acceleration coef-
ficients. Each static and dynamic component was spliced within
11 frames and treated as a feature map, i.e. 3 feature maps
of 40x11 size were input to the acoustic model. The trained
parameters were quantized from 32-bit floating-point precision
into 8-bit fixed-point, and compressed by singular value decom-
position (SVD) with fine-tuning for fast-decoding on the cloud
server [23]. SVD was applied to all linear layers, i.e. ”fc*” and
”softmax” in Table2, which were decomposed into two matrices
with 512 dimensional units.

We used a 3-gram language model with vocabulary size
of 130,127 in all conditions. Decoding was performed by the
WFST-based decoder VoiceRex [24][25].

Table 2: Structure of the NiN-CNN acoustic model

Layer Filter size Input size #Feature maps
40x11 3

conv1a 5x11 36x1 180
conv1b 1x1 36x1 180
pool1 2x1 18x1 180
conv2a 5x11 14x1 180
conv2b 1x1 14x1 180
pool2 2x1 7x1 180
fc1 2048
fc2 2048
softmax 2601

3.1.2. Results of speech recognition

Table 3 shows recognition rate (word correctness and accuracy)
for different amounts of training data. Columns of ”Native”,
”Non-native”, ”Unsupervised”, and ”Transcription” show size
of training data.

As in Table 3, the difference between correctness and ac-
curacy is large (e.g. 11.05 points in ID=2. no-native model).
Since its difference comes from the insertion errors created by
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Table 3: Performance of speech recognition
ID Correctness Accuracy Native Non-native Unsupervised Transcription Method
1. 42.01 % 31.39 % 820 h - - - native model
2. 88.37 % 77.32 % 890 h 890 h - - non-native model
3. 89.32 % 79.72 % 890 h 890 h 25 h - 2.+ accuracy=100%
4. 89.58 % 80.40 % 890 h 890 h 34 h - 2.+ correct=100%
5. 91.28 % 81.59 % 890 h 890 h 62 h - 2.+ correct>80%
6. 89.90 % 80.43 % 890 h 890 h - 25 h 2.+transcription
7. 90.74 % 81.46 % 890 h 890 h - 50 h 2.+transcription

Table 4: Result of questionnaire survey

Question Yes Yes if
anything

No if
anything No No

answer Positive Negative

Are you good at English? 13 50 52 32 1 63 85
(8.78%) (33.8%) (35.1%) (21.6%) (.68%) (42.6%) (57.4%)

Was this speaking practice fun? 34 77 23 14 0 111 37
(22.9%) (52.0%) (15.5%) (9.46%) (.00%) (75.0%) (25.0%)

Was the amount spokenincreased? 34 95 10 7 2 129 19
(22.9%) (64.2%) (6.75%) (4.73%) (1.35%) (87.2%) (12.8%)

background speech noise, the conventional approach of strict
evaluation based on accuracy would reduce the student’s moti-
vation. On the other hand, our system offers flexibility in eval-
uation as it uses correctness or regular expression to suppress
insertion errors.

Adding non-native data (1→2), significantly improved the
recognition rate. Conventional native model was not useful
for learning applications based on speech recognition. Adding
completely accurate recognition results (2→3) as unsupervised
training data improves the recognition rate.

In the actual class room, since surrounding student speech
noise is significant, the recognition results often have a lot of in-
sertion errors. By selecting data with 100 % in correctness and
training with the target sentence, the acoustic model can handle
the surrounding speech noise and thus reduce insertion errors.
By ignoring insertion errors (3→4) in unsupervised training
data, the recognition rate is improved. Since it is difficult to rec-
ognize Japanese-accented English speech completely, the vol-
umes of selected data aren’t large. By adding data with slightly
higher correct rates (correctness > 80%, 4→5), the recognition
rate is improved significantly due to the increase in data size. As
a result, adding unsupervised data (2→5) improves the recog-
nition rate significantly. The proposed unsupervised approach
(4 and 5) could match the recognition rates possible with tran-
scription (6 and 7) while eliminating manual transcribing costs.

3.2. Evaluation of user survey

We also evaluated the user impression of this application. We
collect questionnaire responses from the 148 students. Table 4,
Table 5 and Table 6 show the questionnaire items and their re-
sponses.

As Table 4 shows, although the number of English-poor stu-
dents dominated the rest, most students well liked our applica-
tion in the classroom. Our application yielded more English
speech than the previous approach of practicing with teachers
or classmates. To summarize, our application encourages stu-
dents to speak more English more often.

Our computer-assisted training system can reduce the issue
of concern from Table 5, because students can study by them-
selves using this system with the effect written in Table 6.

The trial itself was broadcasted as news on a television net-

Table 5: Questionnaire results about“why do you feel that you
aren’t good at English speaking?”

Answer Count Rate
Can’t find a proper English expression 74 50.0%
Have no confidence about pronunciation 59 39.8%
Feel nervous in front of people. 53 35.8%
Worried about communication 37 25.0%

Table 6: Questionnaire results about “what’s the good point of
speaking training with tablet device?”

Answer Count Rate
Learn at own pace 108 72.9%
Understand answer quickly 88 59.5%
Feel good even if wrong 77 52.0%
Not embarrassing & nervous 49 33.1%

work and Youtube [26]; it contained the positive interview from
the principal of the junior high school. After this two month
trial, the number of applicants to the English proficiency test
increased.

4. Conclusion
We investigated the effectiveness of a iPad-based speech train-
ing application that used speech recognition in an actual class-
room. Because many students speak at the same time in class-
rooms, input speech is often contaminated by speech noise
from the other students. Few studies have focused on the ef-
fects of noise present in classrooms. Since the existing speak-
ing applications assume that students use the application alone,
they can’t evaluate the input correctly in presence of classroom
noise. To improve students’ motivation, our application ignores
the insertion errors around the user’s intended sentence. We
introduced unsupervised adaption with matched sentences by
comparing the recognition results and target sentences. We also
improved the user interface after considering the feedback from
teachers and students. A two month trial with 148 students in
a public junior high school found that the proposal improves
speech recognition accuracy and most students had a positive
opinion of our application.
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